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Module Synopsis - Risk Management:
Module 1: Qualitative Risk Assessment
The project risk management process is well detailed in Chapter 11 of PMBOB (5th Edition) but the
history and its real life application with ample examples are not documented to suffice many curious
readers. There are many ways and techniques to identify project risks; to rank risks' severity and to
assign project mitigation actions, however, fewer books or articles mention practical tips of pros and
cons of each method.

Module 2: Risk Quantification
Risks without quantification are gut feel; it is therefore always advantageous to know the total
monetary impacts given the assessed probabilities and consequences of project risks.
•Uncertainty, Risks and Decisions
•Risk Distribution (for Cost and Schedule)
•Monte Carlo Simulation for Estimate Contingency (@RISK)
•RISCOR Model Demonstration, Output and Reporting
•How to build a Convincing Estimate Contingency Model
•Escalation and Contingency Management

Quantification of “Management Reserve”
John Zhao – Calgary 2017

Risk Quantification
Some twelve years ago, I was trying to persuade people of the
benefits of risk analysis, with limited success. … Today, risk analysis
has become rather trendy. In the 1960s, I believe, quantitative risk
analysis was tried out but, because of software, computer and
programming limitations, it failed to impress.
January 2000
“DAVID VOSE”
Quantitative risk analysis is a relatively new field that is enjoying a
rapid growth in popularity amongst businesses and governments
world-wide.
February 1996
“DAVID VOSE”
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Quantitative Analyst Salaries - Canada
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Why Quantification ?
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Failed Projects

International Journal of Project Management Volume 27, Issue 7, October 2009,
Why projects fail? How contingency theory can provide new insights
– A comparative analysis of NASA’s Mars Climate Orbiter loss
John Zhao
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Definition of Contingency
Contingency:
The amount of money in a cost
estimate or time in a schedule to
cover the difference between the
cost / time at chosen confidence
and the Base Estimate.
Contingency of cost / time is used
typically to cover the risks of:

Risk
Register
Risk
workshop

Risk based
Assessment

normal and minor planning and estimating
variability, and minor omissions;
slight market-driven budgetary pricing and
quotation fluctuations other than general
escalation; equipment / bulk delivery time;

Reserve
Contingency
Allowance

Base Estimate
without
confidence

Identified
quantities
Time & Cost

design developments other than specified
design allowances and quantity variations;

WARNING:
not to put “padding” in the base
cost estimate and schedule

small changes (time and cost) within the
defined scope, and variations in market and
environmental conditions;
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Contingency Quantification
Contingency amount is “predicted” using Monte Carlo
simulation technique, a combination of art (subjectivity) and
science (statistics). Simulation method is not objective
based, rather, the subjectivity, experiences, knowledge and
human bias all play key roles in its results.
-Johnathan Mun, 2004, “Applied Risk Analysis”
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Definitions of “Reserves” – Google Search 1

In the PMI world, contingency reserve is about identified risks, or “knownunknown” (known=identified, unknown=risks); management reserve is used
to manage the unidentified risks or “unknown-unknown” (unknown =
unidentified, unknown = risks).
John Zhao
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Definitions of “Reserve” – Google Search 2
- Management reserve is “a planned amount of money or time which is
added to an estimate to address unforeseeable situations.”
- Management reserves are only used in emergencies, and that is the
reason that many projects don’t have them.

- Management reserve is the cost or time reserve that is used to
manage the unidentified risks or “unknown-unknown”.
- Management reserve is not an estimated reserve; it is a random
figure, which is defined according to the organization’s policy.
- An amount at the discretion of the insurer as a premium to cover
the costs beyond the amount of risks originally perceived.
John Zhao
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Management Reserve - Riskcore
Management Reserve is a reasonable amount of risk reserve fund
identified, but excluded from approved project appropriation, to cover
uninsurable rare-event driven risks and accepted residual risks after
application of ALARP principle during the execution of projects.

For those uninsurable and rare-event
driven extraordinary risks that have
been excluded from contingency, an
aggregate effect on project should be
quantified using Monte Carlo model
including discrete probabilities of risk
occurrence and associated cost impact.
“Understanding and Handling Residual Risks”
SPE Conference, Denver , 2012 - John Zhao
John Zhao
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Rare-event Driven Risks

80%
P90

P10

$4,518K
Base estimate
10%
Chance of
events

10% Chance of
events
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Extreme Risks (AACEi)
>P95

<P5

>P95

<P5
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Discrete Event Risks
There are many situations where events either
occur or don't occur. Such occurrence can be
simulated with the function RiskBinomial(1,p),
or RiskBernoulli(p)), where p is the probability
that the event occurs.

This generates 1 (High Risk) with probability p, and it generates 0 (No Risk)
with probability 1-p.
What is the probability that none of the events occurs, so that the
dollar impact is 0?
Because the events are assumed to be independent, the probability that total
impacts are 0 is the product of their individual probabilities of being 0, and this
can be found with the RiskTarget function.

John Zhao
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Risk Register (RiskDiscrete)
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Binomial Distribution
RiskBinomial(n, p) specifies a binomial distribution with n number of
trials and p probability of success on each trial. It is a discrete
distribution returning only integer values greater than or equal to zero.
This distribution corresponds to the number of events that occur in a
trial of a set of independent events of equal probability.

The most important modelling application is when n=1, so that there
are two possible outcomes (0 or 1), where the 1 has a specified
probability p, and the 0 has probability 1-p.
Using different values of p, the distribution can be used to model event
risk i.e. the occurrence or not of an event risk, and to transform risk
register into simulation models in order to aggregate the risk impacts.
Palisade @Risk Manual
John Zhao
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Case Study: an Oil & Gas Project

Quantitative Risk Analysis Conclusion:
P80 Contingency = $15.5M at 8% at the end of FEED;
P80 Management Reserve = $2.4M or 15.9% of $15M;
John Zhao
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Case Study: Model Notes
• The risk reserve is not included in Project Contingency but identified in
above using Discrete Binomial Model
• Risk reserve is determined at P80 of under-running using Trigen and
Binomial Distributions.
• The uncorrelated 10 rare event driven risks are collectively identified in a
workshop to determine "Management Reserve" fund

• The probability of those risks from occurring are lesser than 10% and
treated as Remote or Rare;
• The above risks are discretionary , independent and binary in nature that
are subjectively ranked for “Probability” and “Consequence”.
• The concept of Management Reserve is to inform the management of
potential impacts of such type of risks, in a quantified way.
John Zhao
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Case Study: Binomial Model Inputs

Class 5 Estimate
John Zhao
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Case Study: Binomial Outputs

Explanation:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

The mathematical impacts of 10 risks, should all of them occur together, are $15M;
The probability that none of the 10 risks would occur is 52% hence impacts are 0;
The probability that 10% of total mathematical impacts may be needed is 29%;
The amount of Management Reserve with 80% confidence of under-run is $2.4M;
Statistically the maximum impact of all risks occurrence is $11.5M;
John Zhao
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Case Study: Binomial Model Graph (1)

P52
$0M

P80
$2.385M

P99
$6.26M

P99.95 Maximum
$9.63M $11.5M

Management Reserve depends upon a company’s risk tolerance policy and Risk
Attitude; risk averse firms choose >p80 whilst risk takers select <p50.
John Zhao
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Case Study: Binomial Model Graph (2)

P50=0

P95=$4.3M

A risk manager who only judges risks and their impacts qualitatively without
the support of quantitative risk analysis is not a qualified risk professional.
John Zhao
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Case Study: Binomial Model Graph (3)

The Sensitivity analysis identifies significant inputs which are ranked by the
amount of +/- swing they caused for the output. It is a useful tool for
management to most effectively mitigate project risks.
John Zhao
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Case Study: Analysis Inputs
Rare-event driven risks are not
all catastrophic events , rather
they are real threats to projects
that had experienced in history.
They should not be included in
the list if they are:
- Covered under insurances
for PD and/or BI;
- Triggered by scope or
business case change;
- Already included in
contingency consideration;
- Residual risks accepted by
senior management.

John Zhao
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Case Study: Analysis Outputs
Management Reserve is an
additional insurance coverage
knowing that the chances of all
the discrete risks happening are
zero but one or two may.
They should not be included in
the AFE request / sanction but
are identified as potential with
very low occurring probability.
Reserve amount is decided by:
- Company Risk Policy;
- Project Tolerance Level;
- Manager’s Confidence;
- Zero Impact Probability;
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Bernoulli Distribution
RiskBernoulli(p) specifies a discrete probability distribution, which
takes value 1 with success probability p and value 0 with failure
probability q = 1 − p. P% below is likelihood of risk happening.
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Poisson Distribution
RiskPoisson
is a discrete probability distribution that expresses the probability of a given
number of events occurring in a fixed interval of time and/or space if these
events occur with a known average rate and independently of the time since
the last event.

Law of rare events
The rate of an event is related to the probability of an event occurring in some
small subinterval. In the case of Poisson distribution, one assumes that there
exists a small enough subinterval for which the probability of an event
occurring twice is "negligible".
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Poisson Model Inputs
RiskPoisson(λ) is a discrete distribution that can be thought of as

an extension of the Binomial, often used in projects to model the
distribution of the number of unrelated events.
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Distribution Comparison

The final results of P80 values are
very identical using three different
discrete distribution methods.
Selected distribution should mimic
the reality as close as possible, the
results must be meaningful.
John Zhao
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Conclusion
When proceeding to project sanction requesting A.F.E.,
- robust assessment is to be conducted to exhaust possible risks;
- totally understand risks the project may be exposed to;
- scientifically derive contingency / reserve with quantification;

www.riskcore.ca
jzhao@riskcore.ca
Tel: 587 352 6698
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